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Hereby we kindly present you our special Advent Calendar Selection for 2022, including 

different products and packaging options to develop a calendar that will excite your customers!

We carefully selected different kinds of wellness, fun, playful and stimulating products that will 

amplify the excitement customers experience with advent calendars. In this package, you will 

find packaging and formula samples from the Advent Calendar Selection to help you in the 

process of the development of your own advent calendar for next year.

As we are specialized in developing and producing products for advent calendars, we are 

happy to think with you for other possibilities when you might have other ideas for your calendar. 

The included samples are only an indication of the possibilities, as we can offer more options 

that may fit your brand and calendar theme even better.

The bottles are available in more colours and in different sizes that are optimal for advent 

calendars. In this Advent Calendar brochure you can find multiple options. Also for formulas, 

we have a wide range available that you can choose for your advent calendar. Included is a 

complete overview of all our formulas. If you need more information on any of the formulas listed 

in the overview or on the packaging possibilities, please do not hesitate to contact us.

All our products are also suitable to add to your regular assortment with even more packaging 

options. When you see a formula that you would like to add to your regular assortment instead, 

you can request the desired product at our sales department. We will assist you further with all 

the details and possible packaging options.

We are informing you in time as we advise you to start the preparations of your next advent 

calendar now. Delivery times are continuously increasing every day, so an early start of the 

preparations and development is necessary to make sure your calendar is ready in time.

If you have any questions on the samples you have received or on the possibilities for your 

advent calendar, please do not hesitate to contact us and we are happy to assist you further.

Let us know your feedback and we are happy to work together to realize your new advent 

calendar for 2022 and make it a great success!

Kind regards,

The Cobeco Pharma Team

Dear relation,



30050436 50 ml HDPE 24/410

30050437 100 ml HDPE 24/410

30062729 100ml PET 20/410

30010947 20 ml PET 20/410

30010035 30 ml PET 20/410

30062410 50 ml PET 20/410

30062494 50 ml PET 24/410

30061993 100 ml PET 24/410

30010405 15 ml glass Din 18

30010406 30 ml glass Din 18

Ø 25 20ml/25ml/30ml screw cap H 72/85/96mm

Ø 30 30ml/50ml/60ml flip & screw cap H 80/110/130mm

Ø 30 50ml/75ml/100ml flip & screw cap H 90/115/145mm

Boston Round

Slim

Amadeus

Basic Round

Glass

Tubes

Bottles
Get an impression of the different packaging options for the advent calendar. The included Selection of varied samples give you an example of the possible materials, 
colors and sizes. The article number is only applicable for the shown bottle/jar. Use the specified neck size to match the compatible closures.
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Closures
Get an impression of the different closure options for the advent calendar. All closures are displayed in the available colors and finishes. The neck size of each closure is 

specified to match the compatible bottles. Contact us for more information on the suitable closures for your formulas.

SPRAYER SPRAYER SPRAYER SPRAYER

30010939 30063455 30060060 30061334

Shiny black+clear cap Shiny black+clear cap Shiny white+white cap Shiny white+white cap

H 40mm H 43mm H 40mm H 43mm

20/410 24/410 20/410 24/410

DROPPER+PIPETTE
TAMPER EVIDENT

DROPPER+TAMPER 
EVIDENT

DROPPER+TAMPER 
EVIDENT CAP+PLUG CAP+PLUG CAP+PLUG

300633089 30010763 30010414 30013162 30013164 30013163

Shiny black Shiny black Shiny black Shiny black Shiny clear Shiny white

H 40mm H 20mm H 20mm H 17mm H 17mm H 17mm

Din18 Din18 Din18 24/410 24/410 24/410

LOTION PUMP+CAP LOTION PUMP LOTION PUMP LOTION PUMP LOTION PUMP

30063083 30010020 30060060 30061334 30061333

Shiny black Shiny black Shiny clear Matte black Shiny clear

H 45mm H 40mm H 40mm H 47mm H 47mm

Din18 20/410 20/410 24/410 24/410

H



Formulas
Here you find a Selection of formulas for a variety of different products that have different functions. There are products suitable for men, women and both, so you can 

focus on a particular group of people or create a well-balanced mixture. Contact us for more information if you want to know more about the available formulas.

B117.1 Oral Gel Strawberry

B118.1 Oral Gel Tropical 

B119.1 Oral Gel Vanilla 

Oral gel

B174.1 Delay Clear

B002 Stud Delay Spray

B701 Clove Spray

B191 Clove Gel 

Bull power

B169 Toycleaner

B702 Organic Toycleaner

Toycleaner

B101.1 Stimulating Gel for Women

B102.1 Stimulating Gel for Men

Via Gel

B703 Roommist Bamboo

B708 Roommist Sandalwood

Room mist

B709 Jasmine & Sandalwood

B710 Patchouli & Cedarwood 

Fragrance sticks

B323.1 2-in-1 Hybrid Lubricant

B318.1 Warming  Lubricant

B193 WB Lubricant Monoi

B330 100% Natural Lubricant

B904 Cooling WB Lubricant

B037 Natural Massage Oil

B038 Natural Warming Massage Oil

B198 Natural Honey Milk Massage Oil

B033.1 Luxury Massage Oil Make Love 

B035.1 Massage Oil Warming

B039 Massage Oil Monoï New

Massage oilLubricant



Recommended

MASSAGE
OIL

ROOMMIST
TOYCLEANER FRAGRANCE

STICKS

ORAL GEL
ESSENTIAL

OIL

DELAY

LUBRICANT

Essential oils are concentrated 
extractions from plants and are 
mostly used in aromatherapy 
to support the body and mind. 
Each essential oil has its own 
characteristic essence and benefits, 
such as reducing stress, anxiety, 
headaches or improving sleep. 
An essential oil can be used in a 
diffuser or applied directly to the 
skin. All available essential oils are 
on request.

Toy cleaners provide an extra 
hygienic cleaning of erotic toys to 
secure the hygiene and durability. 
With a toy cleaner, it is important 
to make sure it will not affect and 
damage the material of the toy. By 
maintaining the quality of your erotic 
toys, you can continue to enjoy your 
erotic toys hygienically.

The Oral Love Gel brings a tasty and 
exciting experience to oral sex that 
makes you want to taste more. This 
soft and easy spreadable gel for 
the erogenous zone is available in 
three different sensual tastes: sexy 
and seductive “Strawberry”, hot and 
steamy “Tropical” and sweet and 
spicy “Vanilla”.

The Enhancing Roommist creates 
an aromatic room atmosphere that 
enhances your home. With just a 
few sprays, you can change the 
ambiance in the room and you will 
feel your mood embracing this new 
aromatic experience. All available 
fragrances are on request.

Scents are on request.

What to do when you experience 
premature ejaculation? Using the 
right products can help you with 
delaying the orgasm and help you 
with extending the moment. Delay 
products can have different textures 
like creams, gels and sprays. The 
addition of clove oil can help to 
increase the delaying effect of the 
product thanks to the extra cooling 
properties and provide more 
pleasure.

Set the mood and create a sensual 
ambiance in the bedroom with the 
Sensual Fragrance Sticks. Each 
fragrance provides an aromatic 
experience that enhances your 
mood with more sensuality and 
relaxation. This way, your bedroom 
experience will be more intimate and 
enjoyable. All available fragrances 
are on request.

Scents are on request.

An intimate lubricant provides a 
smooth experience during sexual 
intercourse by complementing the 
natural body moisture. Intimate 
lubricants have a gliding texture with 
a hydrating and moisturizing effect 
to provide more comfort. Intimate 
lubricants come in many different 
variants with different textures, 
fragrances and other properties 
such as a warming or cooling effect.

A massage oil helps make massages 
go smoother by making the skin 
slippery to prevent irritation due to 
friction. It provides a smooth and 
gliding feeling and moisturizes the 
skin for more comfort and relaxation. 
Massage oils come in many different 
variants with different textures, 
fragrances and other properties 
such as a warming effect.
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Recommended

The Body Scrub Bar gives a purifying 
exfoliation experience by removing 
dead skin cells and impurities from 
the skin. Choose between finely 
ground peach seeds or kiwi seeds 
that provide a gentle exfoliation for 
a smooth and soft feeling. For an 
ultimate brand experience, you can 
press your logo or slogan into the 
Body Scrub Bar.

For the body scrub bar you can 
choose between peach seeds and 
kiwi seeds. 

With the Massage Shower Bar, you 
can give your partner an intimate 
massage in the shower or bath. 
The unique bumpy shape of the 
soap bar in combination with the 
heat of the water gives a relaxing 
and pleasurable feeling. A shower 
together with your partner will be 
more intimate than ever.

Clean your body with the Kissing 
Clean Soap Bar. This soap bar 
cleans the skin gently and leaves 
the skin feeling soft and fresh. The 
fun shape of the Kissing Clean Soap 
Bar will spice up your bathroom and 
add a cheeky and playful twist to the 
cleaning experience.

Body Scrub Bar Massage Shower Bar
Kissing Clean
Soap Bar 

your logo/text
debossed into the 

soap possible

size: circa 72 x 50 x 20mm size: circa 90 x 60 x 33mm size: circa 70 x 33 x 15mm



ADDRESS

Hertzstraat 2  |  2652 XX Berkel en Rodenrijs  |  Netherlands

CONTACT 

Telephone : +31 (0)10 - 290 09 91  |  E-mail : sales@cobeco-privatelabel.nl  |  Web : cobeco-privatelabel.com


